Dent (DENT)

About:

Blockchain-based DENT World Telco launched! World-Wide Calls using DENT Apps!

The Blockchain-based disruption and innovation in the TELCO-Space continues. After successfully establishing the Mobile Data Marketplace DENT Exchange, the next logical step is to enable world-wide voice calls to mobile and landline numbers.

Call anyone, they don’t need to have DENT app to receive calls, just call any mobile number or landline in the 60 supported countries.

Your DENT credit will be charged as you go, no subscription, just pay as you go!
Advantages:

Three Disruption Megatrends on Mobile Operator Business that DENT is addressing.

Liberation of Mobile Data, Roaming and automated iOT data purchases

The DENT Token will be the world-wide currency for Mobile Data between Telcos and the user community. DENT enables a “Data Sharing Economy” where users are able to freely buy, sell and donate their mobile data, from any user to any user. DENT facilitates the removal of data roaming cost drivers, such as expensive routings between Telcos.

DENT enables automated purchase capability of data packages for consumers and iOT devices.

Goal: Our vision is to create a global marketplace using blockchain, where everyone on this planet has the opportunity to buy and sell mobile data packages and liberate mobile data.